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The facts in the dispute in the matter of South 

African Broadcasting Corporation Soc

Limited v Masstores (Pty) Ltd [2016] ZASCA 

174 (25 November 2016) provided the 

opportunity for a review of time-honoured

legal principles applicable to contracts of sale.

The facts

The respondent (‘Masstores’) operates retail 

outlets which sell, inter alia, television 

receivers. In order to comply with the 

requirements of the Broadcasting Act, 

Masstores has developed a sophisticated 

system to ensure that it sells television 

receivers only to persons who hold a valid 

licence. The system is connected to the 

television licence database of the appellant 

(‘SABC’) and by means of the interface any 

person who does not have a licence may be 

identified, whereupon that person may acquire 

a licence at a dedicated counter at the store on 

payment of the requisite fee. When the 

customer takes the receiver to the check-out 

point, the internal system matches the invoice 

to the licence and records the licence 

particulars on the customer’s invoice.

On 25 February 2011, Masstores provided a 

quotation to EduSolutions for the supply of 

television sets and home theatre systems for 

delivery to schools in Limpopo. At the same 

time, it advised EduSolutions that a sale could 

not be concluded unless valid licences were 

obtained.

On 2 March 2011, EduSolutions requested a 

credit facility of approximately R10 million 

from Masstores for 30 days from date of sale, 

by reason that it would only receive payment 

from the Limpopo Provincial Government 

following delivery of the goods. Masstores

completed its credit checks on EduSolutions

and the credit facility agreement was signed on 

24 March 2011.

On 23 March 2011, the supplier delivered the 

goods to Masstores’ Polokwane depot. Owing 

to the size of the order, Masstores was unable 

to store the goods at its facility, so on 24 March 

2011 it arranged for the goods to be stored at 

the EduSolutions warehouse. Insurance was 

taken out by Masstores, as it carried the risk of 

loss.

On 8 April 2011, the SABC demanded payment 

from Masstores of R7.5 million, alleging that 

2 500 television sets had been delivered to 

EduSolutions on 24 March 2011, when the 

latter was not in possession of a valid 

television licence. In consequence a penalty of 

R3 000 per set was raised against Masstores.

On 10 May 2011, the SABC issued a dealer 

licence to EduSolutions, and on 11 and 12 May 

2011 Masstores processed the sale of the 2 500 

items. As these were not cash sales, a 

modification had to be made to the systems to 

ensure that the transactions were properly 

recorded. The information was captured on 

two till slips which recorded the required 

licence particulars.

When does a sale of goods take place?
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It is critical to be able to identify the trigger 

event that gives rise to an obligation to pay a 

statutory charge. In the case of a television 

licence, a retailer is prohibited from selling or 

alienating a television receiver to a customer 

unless the customer is in possession of a valid 

television licence. The Supreme Court of Appeal 

was recently called upon to determine whether 

this requirement had been contravened.
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On 13 May 2011, employees of Masstores

checked the goods at the EduSolutions

warehouse. As the goods were found to be in 

good order, delivery notes were issued 

reflecting that delivery was effected on 13 May 

2011. EduSolutions effected payment to 

Masstores on 26 May 2011.

The dispute

Masstores was unable to resolve the question 

whether it was liable to pay penalties with the 

SABC and sought a declaratory order in the 

Gauteng High Court that, at the time of issue 

of the penalty notice, it had not sold or 

alienated the goods as contemplated in section 

27(4) of the Broadcasting Act.

The original application was dismissed, but, on 

appeal to the full court of the Gauteng High 

Court, that judgment was reversed. The SABC 

was refused leave to appeal by the Gauteng 

High Court and therefore sought leave to 

appeal before the Supreme Court of Appeal 

(SCA).

The issue was whether there was a reasonable 

prospect of success on appeal, based on the 

merits of the dispute. The matter for decision 

was whether the television sets had been sold 

or alienated by Masstores to a person who was 

not in possession of a valid licence as 

contemplated in section 27(4) of the 

Broadcasting Act.

The SABC contended that the credit facility 

agreement signed on the same day that the 

television sets were delivered to the 

EduSolutions warehouse constituted a 

contract of sale; therefore, Masstores had sold 

the television sets to a person not in 

possession of a valid licence.

The decision

The judgment, delivered by Schippers AJA, 

outlined the necessity to consider the words 

used in a statute having regard to the context 

in which they appear, the apparent purpose to 

which the provision is directed, and the 

material known to the persons responsible for 

its production. Applying these principles to 

section 27 of the Broadcasting Act, it was 

concluded at paragraph [16]:

The manifest purpose of s 27, as a whole, is to 

ensure that no person uses a television set 

without a licence.

On the question whether there had been a sale, 

the interpretation to be applied was also 

contextual, and the following dictum from 

Nimmo v Klinkenberg Estates Co Ltd 1904 TH 

310 was cited with approval at paragraph [17]:

Now the word ‘sale’ is used with various 

meanings. To lawyers discussing it from an 

academic point of view it means the time 

when the parties have arrived at a valid and 

binding agreement, apart from any question 

whether the purchase-price [sic] has been 

paid or whether there has been delivery of the 

article sold. But it is also clear that in 

ordinary parlance the word ‘sale’ is used in a 

somewhat wider sense than a mere 

agreement. In a cash transaction it means 

delivery of the property on payment of the 

purchase-price, and a sale is said to fall 

through when the seller or the purchaser fails 

to complete his part of the contract. In the case 

of a sale for credit the word ‘sale’ ordinarily 

means the actual transfer of the property.

Support for this interpretation was found in 

judgments of the predecessor of the SCA 

relating to the interpretation of the word ‘sale’ 

for purposes of the Liquor Act (R v Nel 1921 

AD 341) and the Weights and Measures Act (R 

v Levy & another 1953 (3) SA 466 (A)). In both 

instances the court had found that the word 

‘sale’ was intended to indicate an agreement 

that had been completed by delivery.

In effect the term ‘sell or alienate’ was 

interpreted to mean a transaction whereby 

ownership is transferred. 

The conduct of Masstores and EduSolutions

confirmed the true position. Masstores had 

informed the SABC on 6 April 2011 that it was 

unable to process a sale as there was a delay on 

the part of the SABC in issuing the requisite 

licence to EduSolutions. Furthermore, 

EduSolutions had notified the SABC on 7 April 

2011 that it was holding the television sets at 

its warehouse but that the sale had not yet 

been completed.

The insurance cover taken out by Masstores

indicated that Masstores retained an insurable 

interest in the goods. This cover continued 

until 13 May 2011, when Masstores confirmed 

to the insurer that ownership had passed.
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In effect, the term ‘sell or alienate’ was interpreted to mean a transaction whereby ownership is transferred. 

Masstores was unable to process the bulk order 

through its normal systems and undertook a 

special exercise to record the sale only after the 

licence had been issued to EduSolutions.

The Court found that Masstores had not 

delivered the television sets when they were 

taken for storage at the EduSolutions

warehouse. The facts showed that it had no 

storage space for such a shipment at its own 

premises.

The court concluded that there had not been a 

sale or alienation of the television sets in the 

circumstances. Leave to appeal was therefore 

refused.
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The takeaway

The importance of context is yet again 

amply demonstrated in this judgment. 

The intention of the parties to the 

transaction was a critical element in 

determining whether Masstores had sold 

or alienated television sets. This 

requirement could only be identified by 

reason that the Court had regard to the 

context in which the term ‘sell or 

alienate’ was used.

A note of caution must be sounded, 

however. This judgment dealt with a 

particular statutory term and its 

principles may not necessarily apply to 

similar terms in another statute or in a 

different context.

Persons entering into contracts need 

therefore to pay careful attention to 

identifying the time when the contract is 

recognised to have been concluded for 

the purpose of imposing taxes or duties. 

The time of disposal in terms of a statute 

may not necessarily conform to the time 

of disposal identified under the common 

law.

There is little doubt that the decision was 

correct. However, concern arises as to the 

manner in which the issues were dealt with. 

The judgment is therefore of interest as much 

for what was left unsaid as for what was said.

Was there a suspensive condition?

The Court’s preoccupation with the date upon 

which the documentation was processed by 

Masstores was not explained. From the facts 

stated, it is evident that Masstores made it a 

condition precedent (suspensive condition) 

that EduSolutions must be in possession of a 

valid television licence. Until such condition 

had been fulfilled, the agreement could not be 

fulfilled. The following extract from The Law 

of Contract in South Africa (RH Christie) at 

4.2.2 (from which footnotes have been 

removed) states:

Undoubtedly the contract is binding in the 

sense that what binds the parties to each 

other is no more and no less than the contract 

into which they have entered, but there was a 

line of cases to the effect that a contract of sale 

subject to a suspensive condition that has not 

yet been fulfilled is not a sale. Thus the date 

on which payment of transfer duty is due 

may be affected, as may the running of 

prescription, the question of whether a 

prohibited or criminal sale has been 

committed or the question whether conditions 

of establishment of a township have been 

contravened. More particularly, in a sale 

subject to a suspensive condition, delivery of 

the merx before the fulfilment of the condition 

does not pass ownership to the buyer, so the 

seller can vindicate from a third party, the 

buyer cannot pledge the merx, it does not pass 

to his trustee in insolvency, the risk remains 

with the seller, and the merx will not be 

subject to the lien of the buyer’s landlord if 

the seller takes reasonable steps to protect his 

or her ownership.

When does delivery result in a change of 

ownership?

If the requirement that EduSolutions should 

be in possession of a valid licence was not a 

suspensive condition, the matter should have 

turned on when delivery was effected. On the 

understanding that section 27 of the 

Broadcasting Act contemplates that the 

purchaser must have taken delivery of the 

goods, it would be expected that the intention 

with which EduSolutions held the goods was 

the decisive factor. 

The SABC was not incorrect in asserting that a 

contract of sale had been entered into. This 

was clearly the agreement that had been 

struck. It nevertheless still had to establish 

whether the goods had been sold or alienated; 

namely, whether ownership had passed. 

Placing goods in the possession or under the 

control of a person is not sufficient to 

constitute delivery. Ownership requires 

possession of the thing together with the 

intention of an owner. 

Based upon the conduct of the parties on 24 

March 2011, whereby EduSolutions by 

arrangement held the goods in safekeeping as 

agent for Masstores, and Masstores insured 

the goods pending delivery, it was evident that 

both parties intended that the goods were the 

property of Masstores and that the role of 

EduSolutions was that of a depositary. 

Thus, on 13 May 2011, constructive delivery 

took place of goods that were already in the 

possession of the depositary. For this to occur 

there must be a change in the intention of the 

parties. Ownership therefore passed the 

moment that the parties had the requisite 

intention, in this instance that EduSolutions

no longer held as depositary but as owner.

The actions of the parties confirmed their 

mutual intention when Masstores personnel 

identified the goods and prepared and handed 

over delivery notes signifying that the capacity 

in which EduSolutions continued to hold the 

goods was that of owner and no longer that of 

depositary.

Commentary

When does a sale of goods take 

place?
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Business rescue as a stratagem for a company to delay the payment of assessed 
tax: A landmark judgment by the Cape High Court

The statutory moratorium

Where a company commences 

business rescue through one of the 

routes provided for in the Companies 

Act, the immediate and automatic 

result is that a statutory moratorium 

falls into place in terms of which, as 

laid down in s133(1), the company’s 

creditors – including SARS – are (for 

the duration of the business rescue 

process) barred from instituting legal 

proceedings or enforcement 

proceedings against the company. 

For a company whose debts include a 

large assessment to tax, the 

attractiveness of entry into the 

statutory business rescue regime, and 

the benefit of the automatic 

moratorium, is self-evident.

A company’s attempt to 

commence business rescue can 

be opposed by affected persons

It is of course not a foregone 

conclusion that a financially distressed 

company will succeed in entering the 

statutory business rescue regime, for 

the Act makes provision for interested 

parties to oppose such entry.

Thus, if the company’s board of 

directors passes a resolution that the 

company should commence business 

rescue and files that resolution with 

the Companies Commission (as 

provided for in section 129 of the 

Companies Act), SARS, as a creditor of 

the company, has the right to apply to 

the High Court in terms of section 

130(1)(a) for an order setting aside the 

directors’ resolution on the grounds 

that there is no reasonable prospect 

for rescuing the company.

It is, however, probably true to say 

that the court usually favours giving 

business rescue a chance, unless the 

company is hopelessly insolvent and 

beyond salvation.

The business rescue provisions 

of the Act as a delaying tactic

The recent protracted litigation in the 

Western Cape High Court which 

culminated in the judgment in Nkoma

DT & others v Zonnekus Mansion 

(Pty) Ltd (in liquidation) 

(Commissioner for the South African 

Revenue Service & another 

Intervening) [2016] ZAWCHC 193, in 

which judgment was delivered on 19 

December 2016, is an extreme 

illustration of the way in which a 

company and its controllers can try to 

exploit the business rescue provisions 

of the Companies Act to delay or dilute 

SARS’ collection of assessed tax owing 

by the company. 

As each application for business 

rescue failed, the company 

launched another

This matter involved an urgent 

application by a property-owning 

company, Zonnekus Mansions (Pty) 

Ltd, to place itself in the business 

rescue regime provided for in the 

Companies Act 71 of 2008. 

This particular application was the 

fourth in a series of similar 

applications (the first three having 

been unsuccessful) for a court order 

for the company to commence 

business rescue. 

SARS was by this stage exasperated at 

what it regarded as interminable 

delaying tactics on the part of the 

company in paying its tax debt, which 

by now was close to R90 million. 

From the company’s point of view, the 

ultimate prize in its strategic 

manoeuvres would be the approval of 

a business rescue plan in terms of 

which its creditors, including SARS, 

would be paid a fraction of what was 

owed by the company.

Business rescue as a stratagem 

for a company to delay the 

payment of assessed tax

SARS’ statutory position of 

strength to collect assessed 

tax, by force of law if 

necessary, is abruptly 

curtailed where the taxpayer 

company enters the business 

rescue regime provided for in 

Chapter 6 of the Companies 

Act 71 of 2008.
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The company had been issued with a 

final liquidation order but was 

nonetheless entitled to apply to court to 

commence business rescue

Zonnekus Mansion (Pty) Ltd, owned various 

properties, including a Herbert Baker-designed 

and ‘lavishly furnished’ 8 000 square metre 

mansion, valued at between R30 million and 

R50 million, located on Woodbridge Island 

abutting the Milnerton lagoon in Cape Town. 

The company also owned ‘a large fleet of motor 

cars’ already under attachment by SARS.

The de facto ‘guiding mind and corporate 

controller’ of the company was one Gary van 

der Merwe, a seasoned litigant. 

An investigation in 2013 into the tax affairs of 

Van der Merwe and the company had 

culminated in a High Court preservation order 

in respect of specified assets of Van der Merwe 

and the company.

In 2014, the High Court issued a final order of 

liquidation against the company in respect of a 

R5.3 million debt owing to Standard Bank and 

secured by a mortgage. Claims totalling 

R14.4 million had been proved in the 

liquidation.

In 2015, the High Court ordered an inquiry to 

be held into the affairs of the company. Before 

the inquiry could commence, however, it was 

postponed because the company and its allies 

applied to court for the company to commence 

business rescue. 

The case is an extreme illustration of the way in which a 

company and its controllers can try to exploit the business 

rescue provisions of the Companies Act to delay or dilute 

SARS’ collection of assessed tax owing by the company. 

Business rescue as a stratagem 

for a company to delay the 

payment of assessed tax
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SARS argued that business rescue was not 

legally possible because a final liquidation 

order had been granted, but it was forced to 

throw in the towel on that argument when, 

just at that time, the Supreme Court of Appeal 

handed down judgment in Richter v ABSA 

Bank Ltd 2015 (5) SA 57 (SCA) which held 

that, even where a final liquidation order has 

been made, a company can still be placed in 

business rescue in an attempt to restore it to 

solvency.

The company’s second application to 

court to commence business rescue

In June 2016, a second application to court 

for business rescue of the company was made 

by what the reported judgment calls its 

‘alleged employees’, apparently at the urging 

of Van der Merwe. 

Before this application could be heard, the 

employees (apparently for tactical reasons) 

tried to withdraw the application but failed, 

because they had not secured the required 

consent of the other parties involved in the 

application. 

When the application came up for hearing, 

the judge ruled that it constituted an abuse of 

legal process and had been brought in bad 

faith. 

Predictably, the employees responded by 

giving notice that they were appealing against 

that judgment to the Supreme Court of 

Appeal, thereby protracting the legal process 

still further.

The company’s third and fourth 

applications to commence business 

rescue

In September 2016, the company launched its 

third application to court for the 

commencement of business rescue, but the 

court dismissed the application on the 

grounds that (given the pending appeal 

against the dismissal of the second 

application) the second application had not 

yet been finally disposed of. 

The company responded the following day by 

filing its fourth application for business 

rescue, which on the face of it appeared 

(apparently deliberately so, for tactical 

reasons) to be defective on a number of 

procedural grounds.

SARS responded by asking the court, in 

response to this new application, to make a 

final determination on the merits of the 

company’s application for entry into business 

rescue, to avoid yet further delaying tactics, 

and the court agreed with this approach.

The court’s response to the fourth 

application for business rescue

Usually, the argument put forward by a 

company’s creditor who opposes its 

application to commence business rescue is 

that there is no reasonable prospect for 

rescuing the company.

A major point of interest in the reported 

judgment in this particular matter is SARS’ 

successful strategy to outflank the company’s 

application by arguing, inter alia, not that the 

company’s business had no prospects of 

successful rescue, but that the company was 

at this juncture no longer carrying on 

business at all. 

In this regard, Gamble J held (at para [56] of 

the judgment) that, although the company 

had been carrying on a business in the past 

and it might at that time have been 

appropriate to consider business rescue, the 

company was presently not carrying on any 

business activities. 

Indeed, as the judge pointed out, the 

company had for two years been in 

liquidation and was currently (see para [58]) 

no more than ‘a property-owning entity in 

final liquidation’. Its business, said the judge, 

was ‘moribund and incapable of resuscitation’ 

through business rescue. 

This, said the judge, rendered any 

consideration of the proposed business plan 

‘redundant’.

Significantly, the court went on to point out 

(at para [78]) that the company’s business 

plan simply ignored the assessments to tax, 

issued by SARS, in an amount close to 

R90 million (which, in terms of the pay-now-

argue-later provisions of the Tax 

Administration Act was immediately 

payable), and – in the context of the 

credibility of the proposed business plan –

the court asked, rhetorically, what investor 

would conceivably be willing to inject the 

necessary funds into a company with a tax 

liability of this order.

‘There can be little doubt, therefore, that as one obstacle set up to hinder the liquidators in the exercise of their statutory 
powers came down, the next was shrewdly put in place.’

Business rescue as a stratagem 

for a company to delay the 

payment of assessed tax
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An investigation into a company’s 

affairs is better conducted in the 

course of liquidation than in a process 

of attempted business rescue

Moreover, said the court (at para [79]), in the 

circumstances of the present case, since an 

investigation into the company’s affairs in 

terms of the Companies Act was required, 

business rescue was not appropriate in that 

(see para [81]) the inevitable further 

litigation in this matter (for there seems little 

doubt that Van der Merwe will take this new 

judgment on appeal) and the envisaged 

investigation into the company’s affairs 

would be better conducted in the context of a 

winding-up process, administered by 

liquidators, rather than by a business rescue 

practitioner.

The court’s overall assessment of the 

current situation

Overall, said Gamble J (at para [101]), as 

regards the strategy adopted by Van der 

Merwe as the company’s de facto controller 

and the driving force behind the litigation –

There can be little doubt, therefore, that as 

the one obstacle set up to hinder the 

liquidators in the exercise of their statutory 

powers came down, the next was shrewdly 

put in place.

The judge remarked further that –

A worthless, revamped business plan has 

been put up in [the fourth application for 

business rescue] in respect of a company 

which does not conduct business.

The judgment held (at para [104]) that there 

had been a clear abuse of the court process 

by Van der Merwe as the de facto controller 

of the company.

‘A worthless, 
revamped business 
plan has been put up 
in respect of a 
company which does 
not conduct business’

Business rescue as a stratagem 

for a company to delay the 

payment of assessed tax
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The court dismissed the company’s application 

for the commencement of business rescue.

The particular interest of the judgment is the 

further terms of the order made by the court at 

the conclusion of the proceedings. 

In addition to dismissing the company’s 

application for the commencement of business 

rescue, it was ordered that Van der Merwe was 

interdicted from launching further applications 

for the commencement of business rescue 

proceedings in respect of Zonnekus Mansion 

(Pty) Ltd without the prior written permission 

of a senior judge of the Cape High Court.

This is the first time that an order of this kind 

has been made in the context of the business 

rescue provisions of the Companies Act. In all 

likelihood the constitutionality of such an order 

will be challenged by Van der Merwe, and it is 

also likely that the entire judgment of the Cape 

High Court will be taken on appeal to the 

Supreme Court of Appeal.

Significantly, although the Cape High Court 

took the view that it could lawfully interdict Van 

der Merwe from launching further applications 

for business rescue without the prior approval 

of a High Court judge, the High Court could not, 

constitutionally, deprive the company of the 

right to appeal against its judgment. 

If, as seems likely, such an appeal is lodged, the 

liquidation proceedings in respect of the 

company will yet again be postponed, pending 

the decision of the Supreme Court of Appeal.

Such a further appeal will not, however, 

suspend the company’s obligation to pay the 

assessed tax, for section 164 of the Tax 

Administration Act is explicit that there is no 

such suspension unless a senior SARS official 

directs otherwise.

This is the first time that an order of 

this kind has been made in the 

context of the business rescue 

provisions of the Companies Act. 

The order made by the court

Business rescue as a stratagem 

for a company to delay the 

payment of assessed tax
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What happens when a penalty assessment is adjusted

It was common cause that the taxpayer company 

in this instance had filed a return for the payment 

of provisional tax for the second period of the 

2010 year of assessment in June 2011. The 

estimate of taxable income for the purposes of 

this return was approximately R440 000. 

Subsequently, in September 2011, the taxpayer 

made a voluntary payment of provisional tax for 

the 2010 year of assessment of approximately 

R1.4 million. Its return of income, filed shortly 

after the voluntary payment, and the taxable 

income assessed was approximately 

R5.05 million. 

By reason that the estimate of taxable income for 

the second payment of provisional tax was 

understated, the taxpayer was assessed to a 

penalty on 1 November 2011. Objection was 

noted against the imposition of the penalty on 12 

May 2012. After the objection was disallowed, an 

appeal was noted against the disallowance of the 

objection on 4 July 2012.

The TAA came into effect on 1 October 2012.

Before the appeal was heard before the Tax 

Board, the original assessment was reduced, and 

as a result the penalty was reduced. The notice of 

reduced assessment issued on 7 February 2013 

reflected a due date in respect of the reduced 

penalty of 1 November 2011.

The Tax Board, of its own motive (i.e. the issue 

had not been raised in the objection), came to the 

conclusion that the reduced penalty assessment 

was legally unenforceable, because it stipulated a 

due date for the payment of the penalty that 

preceded the date upon which the reduced 

penalty assessment was issued.

SARS therefore took the decision of the Tax 

Board on appeal to the Tax Court.

Was the reduced penalty assessment 

legally unenforceable?

The matter at issue was perhaps clouded by the 

fact that the original penalty assessment had 

been issued in terms of the Income Tax Act (‘IT 

Act’) and the reduced penalty assessment was 

issued in terms of the TA Act.

Eksteen J noted that the penalty had been 

imposed under the IT Act. However, after the TA 

Act came into effect, SARS was permitted to issue 

a reduced assessment in terms of section 104 of 

the TA Act without an objection having been 

lodged or an appeal noted against the original 

assessment. Following the issue of a reduced 

assessment, a taxpayer has the right to object to 

the reduced assessment in terms of the TA Act.

The legal effect of the reduced assessment is well 

identified in paragraph [23] of the judgment:

By virtue thereof that the penalty which had 

been imposed under the IT Act is a percentage-

based penalty, the effect of a reduced assessment 

is necessarily an adjustment in the penalty. The 

reduced assessment was made in February 2013 

after the TA Act came into effect. The appellant 

was thereafter notified of the outcome of the 

assessment and the adjustment to the penalty 

through a “notice of assessment” which reflected 

the “due date” for payment of the adjusted 

penalty as 1 November 2011, being the date of 

the imposition of the original penalty.

In a recent decision of the Tax Court 

for the Eastern Cape (TC IT14027), 

the Court shed light on the provisions 

of the Tax Administration Act (‘TA 

Act’) which apply in respect of the 

imposition of penalties and any 

adjustment to the assessment raised 

imposing the penalties.
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The thrust of the Tax Board decision had 

been that the taxpayer had never been 

issued with a notice of penalty assessment 

as required under section 214(1) of the TA 

Act, which afforded the taxpayer the 

opportunity to submit a remittance request 

before the due date of payment, because 

the due date preceded the date of issue of 

the adjusted penalty assessment. 

After briefly identifying relevant statutory 

provisions, Eksteen J set out the 

requirements for notifying an adjustment 

to a penalty at paragraph [27]:

In the present instance the penalty 

assessment was made under the IT Act 

and the appellant was duly notified 

thereof under the IT Act prior to the TA Act 

coming into force. The provisions of the TA 

Act have no bearing on the process 

whereby the penalty was imposed. As 

alluded to earlier, a reduced assessment 

made in terms of the TA Act necessarily 

gives rise to an adjustment in the 

previously imposed penalty because it is a 

percentage-based penalty. The adjustment 

to the imposed penalty is dealt with in 

section 213(2) of the TA Act which 

prescribes: 

“(2) In the event of a change to the amount 

of tax in respect of which a ‘penalty’ was 

imposed under subsection (1), the ‘penalty’ 

must be adjusted accordingly with effect 

from the date of the imposition of the 

‘penalty’.” (Emphasis added)

Thus a distinction must be drawn between 

a penalty that is imposed in terms of 

section 213(1) of the TA Act, and an 

adjustment to a penalty. In the latter case, 

section 214(3) of the TA Act prescribes that 

notice of the adjustment must be given in 

accordance with section 213(2).

Eksteen J therefore concluded, at 

paragraph [29]:

On a proper interpretation of the statute it 

seems to me therefore that a “penalty 

assessment” relates to the original 

imposition of the penalty. Notice of such 

an imposition must be given in accordance 

with the provisions of section 214(1) and 

an opportunity must be afforded to the 

taxpayer to request a remittance under 

section 215(1). A penalty adjustment, 

however, is a different issue. Notice of a 

penalty adjustment must be given in terms 

of section 213(2). The adjusted penalty is 

effective from the date of the imposition of 

the penalty, which in this case occurred on 

1 November 2011. The appeal against the 

imposition of the penalty remains 

unaffected by the adjustment.

It was therefore clearly established that an 

adjustment to a penalty assessment does 

not invalidate the original penalty 

assessment, which remains valid and 

enforceable. The effect of the adjustment is 

that the penalty is deemed to have been 

reduced from the date on which it was 

originally imposed and not from the date 

upon which the reduced assessment is 

issued. This has the effect of reducing the 

amount of any interest that may have 

accrued in respect of unpaid penalty 

amounts. 

The effect of the adjustment is that the penalty is deemed to have been reduced from the date on which it was originally imposed and not from the date upon 
which the reduced assessment is issued.

The takeaway

This judgment confirms that the TAA provides that any reduced assessment is deemed 

to take effect from the date of issue of the original assessment. Taxpayers who enjoy the 

benefit of a reduced assessment will therefore be entitled to a refund not only of any tax 

or penalty that is remitted as a result of the reduced assessment but also of any interest 

paid in respect of such tax or penalty.

What happens when a penalty 
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Legislation

20 Jan 17 Amendment Acts 2016 The following Amendment Acts were promulgated on 19 January 2017:

•Rates and Monetary Amounts and Amendment of Revenue Laws Act 13 of 2016

•Rates and Monetary Amounts and Amendment of Revenue Laws (Administration) Act 14 of 2016

•Taxation Laws Amendment Act 15 of 2016

•Tax Administration Laws Amendment Act 16 of 2016.

23 Dec 16 Regulations for purposes of paragraph (b) of the definition of "international tax standard" 

in section 1 of the Tax Administration Act

Regulation No. R.1598 published in Government Gazette No. 40516. These regulations are 

effective for reporting fiscal years of MNE groups beginning on or after 1 Jan 2016.

23 Dec 16 Rule amendment by the substitution in rule 75.00 of the following heading and rule:  

‘Registration of rebate users affected by amendments of items, tariff headings or 

subheadings in Schedule No. 3 or 4 effective from 1 January 2017’

Notice No. R.1597 published in Government Gazette No.40516 with an implementation date of 23 

Dec 16.

16 Dec 16 Explanatory memoranda  Taxation Laws Amendment Bill 17B of 2016

Special Voluntary Disclosure Programme (SVDP) in respect of offshore assets and income 

contained in Part II of the Rates and Monetary Amounts and Amendment of Revenue Laws Bill 

19 of 2016 and Bill 20B of 2016

16 Dec 16 Final Response Documents  Taxation Laws Amendments Bill, 2016 and Tax Administration Laws Amendment Bill, 2016

Rates and Monetary Amounts and Amendment of Revenue Laws Bill, 2016

15 Dec 16 Schedule No. 2 – Imposition of a provisional payment in relation to safeguard measures 

on frozen bone-in portions of fowls of the species Gallus Domesticus, classifiable in tariff 

subheading 0207.14.9, originating in or imported from the European Union

Notice No. R.1568 published in Government Gazette No. 40499 with an implementation date of 15 

Dec 16.

9 Dec 16 Amendment of Part 1 of Schedule No. 1 by the insertion of tariff subheading 3005.10.10 

and 3005.10.90 to increase the general rate of customs duty on adhesive bandages from 

free of duty to 10% – ITAC Report No. 521

Notice R.1537 published in Government Gazette No. 40481 with an implementation date of 9 Dec 16.

9 Dec 16 Amendment of Part 1 of Schedule No. 1 by the insertion and substitution of various tariff 

subheadings in Chapter 15 to insert new provisions for vegetable oils marketed and 

supplied for use in the process of cooking food, 9 Dec 16

Notice R.1536 published in Government Gazette No. 40481 with an implementation date of 9 Dec 16.

SARS Watch 25 November 2016 to 25 January 2017

Synopsis | January 2017
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Legislation

9 Dec 16 Rates and Monetary Amounts and Amendment of Revenue Laws 

(Administration) Bill and Tax Laws Amendment  Bill  17A and 17B of  2016

With amendments that were agreed to by the Standing Committee of Finance.

5 Dec 16 Draft SADC EPA-MERCOSUR SACU consolidated Comments were due to SARS by 17 Jan 17.

25 Nov 16 List of working or processing interim List of working or processing required to be carried out on non-originating materials in order that the 

product manufactured can obtain originating status.

25 Nov 16 Rules of Originating Products Final The preferential trade agreement has been concluded between the member states of the Common 

Market of the South and the member states of the Southern African Customs Union (SACU). Concerns 

the definition of the concept of “originating products” and methods of administrative cooperation.

25 Nov 16 Introductory Notes Final The preferential trade agreement has been concluded between the member states of the Common 

Market of the South and the member states of the Southern African Customs Union (SACU).

Introductory notes to the list in Appendix II.

25 Nov 16 Specimen Certificate of Origin Final The competent authorities of Mercosur and the Customs authorities of SACU may reserve the right to 

print the forms themselves or may have them printed by approved printers. In the latter case, each form 

must include a reference to such approval. 

25 Nov 16 Understanding on Free Zones Final SACU and MERCOSUR agree to continue their work to develop a common approach to the treatment 

of products manufactured or produced in free zones. In doing so, they will ensure balance in the 

preferential trade agreement  and consider the specific role and impact of free zones in the economic 

development of the signatory parties.
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Case law

23 Dec 16 IT 12821 Whether the Appellant was correct in its exception that a valid assessment was not before the court, that expatriated 

monies were not received by or accrued to the taxpayer and that such monies were exempt dividends.

20 Dec 16 Van der Merwe GW NO & Others v Zonnekus Mansion (Pty) 

Ltd & Others 17150/2016 

Whether a company in liquidation in respect of which SARS has various claims for tax (civil action and disputed 

assessed tax) is capable of being placed in business rescue to the detriment of SARS, whether SARS is an ‘affected 

party’ as defined in section 128(1) of the Companies Act, 2008 and if repeated applications in casu represent an 

abuse of process.

19 Dec 16 IT 13791 & 13792 Whether the Appellant was entitled to deduct interest expenditure in terms of section 11(a) of the Income Tax Act, 

and in respect of a home loan account which it alleged to be in the production of income.

19 Dec 16 IT14027 Whether the Appellant was entitled to amend its grounds of objection or whether the Respondent’s exception thereto 

was valid.

29 Nov 16 Lifman MR v The Business Zone 983 CC & 3 Others The entity concerned is one of four entities which the Applicant is seeking to prevent the liquidation of. Assessments 

have been raised and they are final. The taxpayer placed this entity into business rescue by resolution. This was 

opposed by way of court application; the court ruled that the entity be removed from business rescue and placed it 

into provisional liquidation, with the return date for the rule nisi being 23 November 2016.

29 Nov 16 Nkhoma DT & 4 Others v Zonnekus Mansion (Pty) Ltd (In 

Liquidation), CSARS & Standard Bank of SA Ltd 0504/2016

Whether  there was a reasonable prospect that another court would come to a different conclusion in respect of a 

number of orders made by Weinkove AJ on 5 September 2016, inter alia, dismissing a Business Rescue application, 

granting an application for intervention by affected creditors, granting an application to strike out, and granting costs 

de bonis propriis.
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Guides

24 Jan 17 VAT 404 – Guide for vendors The VAT 404 is a basic guide where technical and legal terminology has been avoided wherever possible. Although fairly 

comprehensive, the guide does not deal with all the legal detail associated with VAT and is not intended for legal reference.

12 Dec 16 Guide to the ITR12 Return for Deceased Estates The purpose of this document is to provide assistance to complete an ITR12 return for a deceased estate. This document is 

applicable to executors representing individuals who have passed away on or after 1 March 2016. 

12 Dec 16 VAT 421 – Guide for short-term insurance This guide is a general guide concerning the application of the VAT Act to short-term insurance transactions in South Africa. 

Although fairly comprehensive, the guide does not deal with all the legal detail associated with VAT and is not intended for 

legal reference. Technical and legal terminology has also been avoided wherever possible.

12 Dec 16 Quick reference guide for VAT rulings process This guide provides information and guidelines on the VAT rulings process. It sets out the steps to be followed when 

applying for a VAT class ruling or a VAT ruling (collectively referred to as a VAT ruling, unless the context indicates 

otherwise) and explains certain terms. 

12 Dec 16 How to Complete the Registration Amendments and 

Verification Form RAV01

The RAV01 form has been developed to enable individuals, tax practitioners and registered representatives to view and 

maintain details of legal entity registrations (demographic and specific tax type) on eFiling. 

5 Dec 16 SARS Common Reporting Standard FAQ This guide addresses interpretive questions from financial institutions to enable them to gain a better understanding of the 

CRS Regulations issued under the Tax Administration Act, 2011 (Act No. 28 of 2011).

5 Dec 16 Guide on access to audit files The purpose of this document is to assist taxpayers and their statutory auditors in understanding their rights and obligations 

in relation to SARS requesting access to the audit files. 
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Interpretation notes

25 Jan 17 Draft Interpretation Note on classification of risk policy 

and the once-off election to transfer certain policies or 

classes of policies issued before 2016 to the risk policy 

fund

Comments should be submitted to SARS by 27 March 17.

25 Jan 17 IN 54 (Issue 2) – Deductions: Corrupt activities, fines and 

penalties

This Note examines the meaning and scope of section 23(o). Section 23(o) prohibits the deduction for income tax purposes 

of expenditure incurred in respect of: 

• corruption or a corrupt activity; or 

• a fine or penalty imposed as a result of an unlawful activity. 

23 Jan 17 Draft IN 67 (Issue 3) – connected persons Comments should be submitted to SARS by 27 March 17.

13 Jan 17 Draft IN 50 (Issue 2) – Deduction Scientific Technological 

Research Development 

Comments should be submitted to SARS by 8 Feb 17.

12 Dec 16 IN 42 (Issue 2) – The supply of goods or services by the 

travel and tourism industry

This Note provides guidance to local entrepreneurs in applying current VAT legislation to the supply of tour packages and 

related goods or services to non-resident tourists and foreign tour operators, with specific emphasis on the application of 

section 11(2)(l). It does not deal with the supply of hunting safari packages or other supplies made by professional hunters 

and taxidermists.

24 Nov 16 IN 93 – The taxation of foreign dividends This Note provides guidance on the interpretation and application of various provisions of the Act relating to foreign dividends. 

The Note does not deal with the income tax consequences of a dividend paid by a headquarter company, since this topic is 

addressed in Interpretation Note 87 dated 19 February 2016, Headquarter Companies.
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Rulings

25 Jan 17 BPR 260 – Interest on loans used to acquire shares This ruling determines the continuing deductibility of interest on loans used to acquire shares in companies that 

will be liquidated following the distribution to the borrower as a dividend in specie of the businesses operated by 

those companies.

23 Jan 

17

BGR 38 – The value-added tax treatment of the supply and importation 

of vegetables and fruit

This BGR sets out the VAT rate applicable to the supply and importation of vegetables and fruit, and withdraws 

BGR (VAT) 18 dated 27 March 2013, The Zero-Rating of Various Types of Dates.

18 Jan 17 BPR 259 Capital gains tax implications for an employee share trust This ruling determines the capital gains tax consequences for an employee share trust on the vesting of the 

shares in the employees of a company and the companies’ subsidiaries as the consequence of an employee 

share ownership plan. 

17 Jan 17 BPR 258 – Corporate group restructuring This ruling determines the tax consequences resulting from a group restructuring involving multiple transactions 

to be undertaken in terms of the corporate roll-over rules and the consequences of the controlled foreign 

company rules in relation to the restructuring. 

16 Jan 17 BPR 257 – Islamic financing arrangement This ruling determines the income tax consequences of an Islamic financing arrangement, known as a 

‘mudaraba’ arrangement, for the parties. 

12 Dec 16 BGR 37 – Zero-rating of international travel insurance The purpose of this BGR is to make an arrangement under section 72 relating to the zero-rating of international 

travel insurance.

7 Dec 16 BPR 256 Mining Rehabilitation This ruling determines, amongst other things, the tax consequences resulting from the proposed rehabilitation of 

land that forms part of mining areas by way of a bio-energy project. 

30 Nov 16 BPR 255 – Debt reduction by means of set-off This ruling determines the tax consequences relating to the settlement of shareholder funding loans owed to the 

shareholder, being set off against that shareholder’s share subscription obligation in the same amount.

30 Nov 16 BPR 254 – Consequences of cross-border and domestic asset-for-share 

transactions

This ruling determines, amongst other things, the interpretation and application of section 24BA of the Act in the 

context of three simultaneous asset-for-share transactions between a domestic company and its three 

prospective shareholders, two of whom are non-residents for tax purposes.
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Davis Tax Committee

7 Dec 16 DTC call for submissions on Corporate Income Tax Comments should be submitted to the DTC by 24 March 17.

Double tax agreements

16 Dec 16 DTA – United Arab Emirates Notice No.168 published in Government Gazette No. 40496 with a date of entry into force of 23 Nov 16. 

Media statements

30 Nov 16 Statement of National Revenue, Expenditure and Borrowing as at 31 October  2016

29 Nov 16 Tax Statistics 2016 SARS and National Treasury released the 9th annual edition of the Tax Statistics publication.

National Treasury

9 Dec 16 Retirement Reform Second Draft Comments should be submitted to National Treasury by 20 Feb 17.
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Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD)

24 Jan 17 The Platform for Collaboration on Tax Invites Comments on a Draft 

Toolkit Designed to Help Developing Countries Address the Lack of 

Comparables for Transfer Pricing Analyses

Comments should be sent by email no later than 21 February 2017 to GlobalTaxPlatform@worldbank.org. 

14 Dec 16 The Impact of Tax and Benefit Systems on the Workforce Participation 

Incentives of Women

This paper examines the impact of tax and benefit systems on the incentives for second earners to enter formal 

employment. The paper highlights how various tax design features create greater participation disincentives for 

second earners than for primary earners or single individuals. As second earners in OECD countries are more 

often women, these greater disincentives create significant gender-equity concerns.

5 Dec 16 OECD publishes multilateral instrument for implementing BEPS in 

double tax treaties

On 24 November 2016, the OECD published the 49-page Multilateral Convention to Implement Tax Treaty 

Related Measures to Prevent BEPS and its accompanying 86-page Explanatory Statement. 

24 Nov 16 Explanatory statement to the multilateral convention to implement tax 

treaty-related measures to prevent base erosion and profit shifting

The preamble describes the overall purpose of the Convention to implement tax treaty-related measures 

produced as part of the Final BEPS Package in a swift, co-ordinated and consistent manner across the network 

of existing tax treaties without the need to bilaterally renegotiate each such treaty.

22 Nov 16 Message from James Karanja, Head of  Tax Inspectors Without 

Borders (TIWB)

The new TIWB website, which expresses the OECD's vision of sharing tax knowledge and expertise for tax 

administrations worldwide. The new website is designed to engage our many stakeholders and partners on this 

exciting journey. 

PwC publications

25 Jan 17 Promulgation of the Acts This Tax Alert highlights the most significant changes brought about by the Acts, as well as the

amendments that were made to the relevant Bills by the Standing Committee of Finance during December 2016.

23 Jan 17 Tax Alert – United Arab Emirates (UAE) DTA Tax Treaty between United Arab Emirates and South Africa. This treaty took effect from 1 January 2017.

1 Dec 16 PwC Tax Alert – Multilateral Instrument (MLI) On 24 November 2016, the OECD published the final version of the MLI – a single document to amend over 

2 000 international tax treaties.  The four amendment areas are hybrid mismatches, treaty abuse, avoiding 

permanent establishment status and dispute resolution.

SARS Watch
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